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President Proposes 2.1% Increase For NIH,
2.4% Increase For NCI, In Year 2000 Budget

The budget proposal President Clinton submitted to Congres
Feb. 1 requests $15.9 billion for NIH, an increase of $320 million, o
percent, over this year’s appropriation.

The Administration’s budget for the fiscal year 2000 requests $2
billion for NCI, about a $70 million increase, or 2.4 percent, over
comparable operating budget for fiscal 1999 of $2.903 billion.

NCI spending for cancer research would total $2.732 billion
increase of $65 million, or 2.4 percent, over last year’s appropria
News Analysis:
A Case Study In Cancer
Communications
Disaster: IOM Report
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Institute Recruits
Harvard's Coleman
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In Radiation Oncology
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In Brief:
FDA's Burlington Moves To Wyeth-Ayerst;
NAS Award To Beckman; Genetics Online
BRUCE BURLINGTON , director of the FDA Center for Device

and Radiological Health since 1993, plans to leave the agency in M
to head regulatory affairs at Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmacuticals in Philadel
Burlington joined FDA in 1981 as a research fellow. From 1988 to 1
he was deputy director of the Office of Drug Evaluation II in the Ce
for Drug Evaluation and Research, with responsibility for anti-infect
antiviral, metabolic and endocrine products. From 1989 to 1990, he
served as acting director of the Office of Generic Drugs. From 198
1988, Burlington was in charge of the division of biological investiga
new drugs in the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research. 
agency has been truly fortunate to have Bruce on its team for more
18 years,” FDA Commissioner Jane Henney said. “Under his leader
the agency’s device program has been reinvented to more effec
and efficiently serve our stakeholders. The Center has not only elimi
its product review backlog, but also cut review times in half.” .
ARNOLD BECKMAN was selected by the National Academy 
Sciences to receive the Academy’s Public Welfare Medal. Beckman
chosen for his leadership in developing analytical instrumentation
for his philanthropy for scientific research. Beckman founded Beck
Instruments Inc., of Pasadena, CA. He became chairman emeritus in
. . . GLOSSARY OF GENETICS is now available online and in CD
ROM from the National Human Genome Research Institute, at http://
www.nhgri.nih.gov/DIR/VIP/Glossary/  According to the Institute, t
glossary can help students, teachers, librarians, medical professi
and (even) journalists understand key genetics terms. Beyond its sta
Click Here for
Photocopying Guidelines

http://www.nhgri.nih.gov/DIR/VIP/Glossary/
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“Roller-Coaster” Investment
In Science Not Good: Shalala
(Continued from page 1)

NCI spending for AIDS research would total $2
million, a $5 million increase from last year.

The proposed increase for NIH, one of t
lowest in recent years, follows a year in whi
Congress provided the Institutes with a 15 perc
increase of $2 billion.

Administration officials said the propose
increase, combined with last year’s appropriatio
is consistent with the President’s plan announced
year to raise the NIH budget by 65 percent by 
year 2003. That plan would have provided NIH 
8.5 percent increase last year.

However, HHS Secretary Donna Shalala s
she would have preferred a larger NIH budg
proposal, and that it is not “a good thing” to ha
abrupt changes in the growth of the research bud

“My sense is that this business of going up a
down on the NIH budget and on science budget
general is something that every college presid
wrings their hands about,” Shalala said at a Feb
press conference. “I would prefer that it was larg
That conclusion is well known. But the Preside
does keep his commitments in terms of the goal 
he’s laid out.”

“I don’t think the roller-coaster effect of goin
up and going down is an effective way to invest
Click Here for
Photocopying Guide
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this nation’s scientific infrastructure,” Shalala sai
“We did go up very high last year, though, and bei
able to maintain that and make an investment in 
biomedical inflator I think is important. The
President had enormous restraints on this budget
did the best that he thought he could. But I’m n
going to pretend that I think that this going up a
down is a good thing to do.”

Budget Called “Unacceptable”
Research advocates and members of Cong

said the Administration’s NIH budget is inadequa
“I am extremely disappointed in the Presiden

budget request for medical research funding,” S
Connie Mack (R-FL) said in a statement earlier th
week. “It is simply unacceptable. The Presiden
proposed budget means a cease-fire in the war aga
cancer, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and other disea
plaguing our society.”

Mack was joined by Sens. Tom Harkin (D-IA
Arlen Specter (R-PA), and Diane Feinstein (D-CA
in a Feb. 2 letter to Clinton expressing the
disappointment with the budget proposal.

“There is no way you can do predictab
research funding you need to do with this sort of s
saw effect,” said Marguerite Donoghue, executi
director of the National Coalition for Cance
Research and vice president of Capitol Associate
Washington health advocacy firm. “One must assu
that the President believes that NIH has such a br
base of support that Congress will take care of N
if he doesn’t.”

Under the Clinton proposal, a scientist
chances of obtaining an NIH grant in FY 2000 wou
be significantly lower than they are during the curre
year. Also, current grantees would not recei
inflationary increases, NIH officials said.

According to an NIH estimate, the budge
proposal would support 7,617 new and compet
research project grants, 1,554 fewer than during 
current fiscal year. New and competing awar
received an 11.4 percent average cost increas
FY99, which raised the average cost of a new gr
to $285,000. The Institutes would maintain this lev
of grant support in FY2000 under the Administratio
proposal.

NCI would fund about 1,100 new grants und
the proposed budget, about 100 fewer than dur
the current year, sources said. Most of the Institut
increase, about $60 million, would be used f
funding noncompeting grants.
lines

http://www.cancerletter.com
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NIH budget documents are available at http://
www4.od.nih.gov/ofm/budget/pressbriefing.stm

Highlights of the budget proposal include:
—Medicare: Under an initiative to comba

“fraud, waste, and abuse,” the Administratio
proposes to eliminate the physician mark-up 
outpatient drugs by limiting Medicare payment 
83 percent of the average wholesale price. Also,
proposal would reduce the Medicare reimbursem
rate for Epogen by $1 “to better reflect current mar
prices.”

The budget proposes a demonstration pro
to encourage Medicare patients to participate
cancer clinical trials.

The Administration proposes to allow uninsur
individuals between the ages of 62-65 to buy in
Medicare. Individuals aged 55-62 who have lost th
jobs and health insurance would have a sim
option.

—FDA: $1.35 billion, an 18 percent increas
including $195 million in user fees paid by industr
The increase would be targeted to food safety (
million), youth tobacco prevention ($34 million
bioterrorism ($13.4 million), and other FDA cor
activities ($95.5 million).

FDA would use $15.3 million to improve th
reporting of adverse reactions to drugs and devic
$52.2 million for product safety assurance; and $
million (141 full-time equivalent positions) fo
premarket application preview.

—Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention: $3.1 billion, an increase of $201 million
or 7 percent. Major initiatives would be bioterrorism
food safety, emerging infectious diseases, impro
surveillance.

The budget proposal includes $101 million f
CDC support of state tobacco control efforts. Tw
antismoking projects, the American Stop Smoki
Intervention Study and Initiatives to Mobilize for th
Prevention and Control of Tobacco Use, will 
combined into the National Tobacco Contr
Program. Grants to states would increase by
percent, from $51 million this year to $66 million 
FY2000.

—Increase in federal excise tax on cigarette
of 55 cents a pack.

—AIDS Research: The proposal would provide
$1.8 billion for AIDS research through NIH, a
increase of $35 million, or 2 percent, over this yea
appropriation.
Click Here for
Photocopying Guideline
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—Complementary Medicine:  The new
National Center for Complementary and Alternati
Medicine would receive $50 million, excluding AID
activities.

—Health disparities initiative would receive
$145 million, an $80 million increase from last yea
to fund efforts to combat higher risks of illnesses
minorities.

—Long-term care initiative would provide a
$1,000 tax credit for people with long-term ca
needs or their family caregiver and expand home 
community care programs.

—Nursing homes quality initiative of the
Health Care Financing Administration would recei
$60 mil l ion to strengthen federal and sta
enforcement of nursing home standards.

Members of Congress “Disappointed”
Following is the text of the Feb. 2 letter t

Clinton signed by Mack, Harkin, Specter, an
Feinstein:

We are writing to you on a matter of significa
importance to the health and economic well-be
of our nation. We are disappointed with the lack
support provided in your fiscal year 2000 budget 
medical research and the search for medi
breakthroughs that improve the quality of life for a
Americans.

As you know, last year your budget provide
an approximately $1 billion increase for medic
research at the National Institutes of Health. W
worked to build on your proposal and were able
provide an increase of approximately $2 billion 
the fiscal year 1999 Omnibus Appropriations Act y
signed into law last October—the largest in N
history. This increase set us on course for mee
our goal of doubling support for medical research
five years.

Your fiscal year 2000 budget represents
substantial retreat from both your proposal last y
and our final appropriation. Your proposal for a 2
percent increase is far short of the 15 percent ju
necessary to keep on track for doubling funding o
five years. In addition, your budget would like
result in researchers with existing NIH grants be
denied inflationary adjustments.

We hope that you will reconsider your positio
and work with us to keep on track for doubling NI
funding. Doubling our investment in the search f
medical breakthroughs is a bold, but high
achievable goal that would have numerous payo
s
The Cancer Letter
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for our nation. It is the kind of initiative that not on
would capture the imagination and support 
millions of Americans, it would clearly demonstra
our commitment to leading the world in health ca
quality and advances into the next century.
addition to enhancing the quality of health care
speeding up the discovery of preventive measu
and more cost effective treatments, doubling 
investment in health research would have
significant impact on holding down health costs
the long run. Finally, such a bold initiative wou
spur a new generation of our brightest young peo
into the war against disease and illness.

We clearly understand that there are ma
difficult decisions that must be made in putti
together a budget. There are many worthy compe
needs. However, we hope that you will work with
in a bipartisan effort to assure strong support 
medical research.
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News Analysis:
IOM Report A Case Study
In Communications Disaster

The Institute of Medicine report on NIH effort
to study cancer in minorities and the underserv
would make a fine case study in disasters in can
communications.

Starting on the day the report was released, N
and IOM became embroiled in a battle over wh
amounts to an accounting method proposed in 
272-page document. So far, this f ight h
overshadowed something very important, that N
and IOM are in agreement over the vast majority
the recommendations.

This communications disaster has the followi
ingredients:

Ingredient 1. Wrong Numbers. Numbers are
a crucial component of a communications disas
In this case, the IOM committee apparently obtain
a list of NCI grants and programs that involv
minorities and the underserved. The list in quest
is routinely prepared by NCI and turned over to t
NIH Office of Research on Minority Health.

The document, which listed about $124 millio
worth of programs and projects, was incomplete, s
Otis Brawley, director of the NCI Office of Speci
Populations Research, and the designated N
contact for the IOM committee.

“I would have been happy to explain it, as wou
our financial people,” Brawley said to The Cancer
Click Here for
Photocopying Guide
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Letter . “I showed up at several of their meeting
and I was never asked any budget questions.”

It appears that the committee went through t
list, crossing out all grants and projects that we
not 100-percent applicable to minorities. As a resu
they ended up with a list of about $24 million wor
of grants and programs targeted to minorities. T
list did not include grants and programs aimed at 
elderly and the underserved.

“Coding is a complicated process,” Brawle
said. “Projects addressing the needs of the minori
and the underserved are an integral part of N
research. To code correctly, you can’t just go throu
a list of titles of grants and programs. You have
understand the hypothesis driving the research, 
scientific question being asked. You need t
context—and that’s not trivial.”

At one point, the committee asked Brawley 
provide a l ist of grants targeted to specia
populations. As requested, Brawley provided a l
of 127 research projects that added up to $4
million. The list included grants targeted at th
underserved and the elderly, but did not include N
programs.

Though the Brawley number and the IOM
number are the proverbial equivalent of apples a
oranges, comparing them is not entirely fruitles
Only 20 of the 127 targeted grants listed by Brawl
appear on the list of targeted and relevant resea
that IOM used in its calculations.

So far, the numbers controversy has been pla
out only partially, at a hearing of the Senate Lab
HHS & Education Subcommittee (See Ingredient 
It is expected to be replayed in greater detail at 
Feb. 10 meeting of the National Cancer Adviso
Board.

Ingredient 2. Recommendations Based on
Wrong Numbers. Even the most meaningless o
numbers are worthless unless they form t
groundwork for policy recommendations.

In this case study, the IOM committe
recommended that only research and progra
“targeted” to minorities should be considered spec
populations research. Research “relevant” 
minorit ies, does not count, the committe
determined. The issue has implications beyo
semantics.

Congress is almost certain to direct NIH 
make regular reports on the status of its progra
addressing minorities and the underserved.

The IOM report recommends that only target
lines
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projects—those that ask research questions of un
relevance to minorit ies—should be reporte
Research coded “relevant” because it addres
issues related to minorities in a broader conte
would become invisible.

Boiling this down to bare essentials, the IO
press release stated:

“NCI should improve its estimates of spendin
on research in these areas. It reports spending a
$124 million in fiscal year 1997 for research a
training programs addressing cancer in eth
minority and medically underserved populations, b
the IOM’s analysis puts the figure at about $
million.”

A statement by IOM committee chairma
Alfred Haynes went a step further, and offered 
following assessment:

 “We believe that NCI should base its estima
on the research question involved rather than on
percentage of minorities in its studies. When o
considers the greater burden of cancer am
minorities, and the increasing diversity of the U
population, NCI’s current allocation is too low.”

NCI off icials counter that overlooking
“relevant” research would obscure most of the spe
populations work done at the Institute. A literatu
search Brawley ran last year showed that 80 per
of 850 articles on special populations issues resu
from relevant (as opposed to targeted) resea
funded by the Institute.

“If they are telling us to stop tracking ‘relevan
research—as I think they are—they are in eff
telling us to stop tracking the most producti
segment of our special populations researc
Brawley said. “This would cripple our efforts t
coordinate research.”

Ingredient 3. Transcendence. I f  a
communications disaster transcends question
policy and becomes a matter of principl
emotionally charged words must be used and neu
words avoided.

In this debate, NCI officials have said th
exclusive reliance on targeted research would amo
to “segregation,” and as “integrationists,” they 
not believe in “separate but equal.” On the other s
of the debate, former HHS Secretary Louis Sulliv
described the NIH treatment of minorities as “ben
neglect.”

Ingredient 4. Additional Fogging. Participants
may elect to make public statements that confuse
issue further. At a press conference, IOM commit
Click Here for
Photocopying Guidelin
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chairman Haynes, former president and dean of D
Postgraduate Medical School and former directo
Drew-Meharry-Morehouse Consortium Canc
Center, made the following statement:

“The absence of minorities in some [canc
prevention] tr ials—for example the recent
concluded tests of tamoxifen to prevent breast can
in women at high risk for the disease—rais
questions about how applicable the results are
minority populations.”

Does this amount to a recommendation th
clinical trials should produce statistically significa
results in minority populations?

The answers from Haynes and other commit
members brought together for an IOM pre
conference appeared to tilt heavily toward a “Ye

“If you don’t have enough people in the trial 
answer a question about a particular group, you c
count it as having contributed toward that group
Haynes said. “In this case, if you want to get 
answer, you have to do what’s required to get 
answer.”

Committee member Gilbert Friedell continue
“What we are talking about is that you cann
extrapolate from one population to another. If y
have a question regarding a specific population, y
have to do research on it!” (The Cancer Letter, Jan.
22).

Ambiguity on the issue of setting targets f
representation of minorities in clinical trials is like
to cause coronary events in every cancer coopera
group in the US. Clinical researchers who experie
substernal, visceral pain should urgently turn to pa
156 of the report:

“It is critical to include diverse populations i
clinical trials to ensure that findings are generaliza
to the entire population… From a social justi
perspective, it is important that research suppor
by taxpayer dollars be inclusive of and applicable
the diverse populations of the U.S.” Subsequ
discussion essentially accepts the minimum stand
set by the existing NIH regulations that requi
inclusion of minorit ies, but do not requir
statistically significant results for each minority.

“I was not present at the press conference. 
I know is that the report does not address the p
and cons of single-ethnic group studies,” Char
Bennett, one of the contributors to the chapter
clinical trials, said to The Cancer Letter.

“Our review of the treatment trials to da
showed very good representation with respect
es
The Cancer Letter

Vol. 25 No. 5 n Page 5
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minorities,” said Bennett, senior research assoc
at Lakeside Veterans Administration Hospital a
associate professor of medicine at Northwest
University Medical School. “Data were not clear 
to representations of the medically underserved
the treatment trials. In contrast, prevention trials ha
not had the same success, with the notable excep
of the ALPS Cervical Cancer Screening Trial.”

Prior to press conferences, IOM officia
request that committee members stay within t
framework of reports being presented, but has
Consistency Squad empowered to interject t
distinguished panelists have gone beyond the re
in question and are expressing their own points
view.

This tradition establishes IOM as a friend
venue for making confusing and misleadin
statements to the press.

“Without getting into the specifics of this cas
we always encourage our committee members
speak about the reports, and solely the reports,
that’s not always possible in a press conferen
situation, when people try to be as helpful as th
can and offer as thorough an answer as they c
IOM spokesman Dan Quinn said to The Cancer
Letter.

“The ultimate record of what the full committe
decided on is the report itself,” Quinn said.

For those members of the press who have 
time, interest, perseverance, and sufficient comm
of detail to recognize code words on page 156 o
dense, 272-page document, that’s certainly go
enough.

Ingredient 5. Confusion Among Participants.
When this ingredient is mixed in, th
communications breakdown can be pronounced fu
baked.

In our case study, this occurred at a hearing h
by Sen. Arlen Specter (R-PA), when committ
chairman Haynes presented the IOM battle with N
as a “partial agreement” (The Cancer Letter, Jan.
29).

“There is partial agreement on our analysis
the Institute’s allocation of  resources to research
minoritries and the medically underserved,” sa
Haynes.

“We disagree with the method of analysis wi
which the Institute accounts for the second catego
based on the percentage of minorities involved i
research study. This method triggers criticism th
allocation is inadequate, with which NCI disagree
Click Here for
Photocopying Guide
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Haynes said. “But they do agree with our view th
it would be better to account for minorities on th
basis of whether or not a study is designed to ans
questions pertinent to the problem of cancer 
minorities.”

“Where is the partial agreement?” aske
Specter. “On $24 million? There is disagreement o
$100 million? I don’t call that partial agreement…

Visibly confused by the barrage of seeming
irreconcilable numbers, Specter said he would dir
his staff to sift through the evidence and get to t
bottom of the disagreement.

Ingredient 6. Opportunistic Mis-
characterization. Every communications disaster i
an opportunity to improve positioning.

Thus, the Intercultural Cancer Council, th
Houston-based group that successfully lobbi
Specter to mandate the IOM study, issued a pr
release claiming the following:

“The U.S. Senate Appropriations Subcommitt
that sets the research budget for NCI questioned
organization’s commitment to cancer research amo
ethnic minorities and the medically underserved a
called upon leading cancer experts to help corr
the current imbalances.”

Psychologists call this projection. It was IC
co-chairman Armin Weinberg, not Specter, wh
questioned NCI’s “cultural commitment” to
minorities research at the hearing Jan. 21.

John Ullyott, a spokesman for Specter, said 
Senator is gathering information on the issue.

“This is a part of an ongoing process,” Ullyo
said to The Cancer Letter. “He is trying make sure
that the resources that NIH devotes to the hea
minorities and the underserved are adequate, and
they are being spent appropriately.

“He is trying to make sense of the numbers a
the efficacy of these programs,” Ulyot said. “This 
a positive, affirmative step, and it’s not exclusive
about the IOM report. He is asking for input, and 
will review the input he gets, along with the report

Ingredient 7. An Intel lectual Virus.
Propensity to introduce an intellectual virus into t
media is the ult imate benchmark for  
communications disaster.

Since the story is so complicated, it is unlike
to get back into the news as discussion of the is
moves to greater depths. Thus, to the majority of 
interested public, the story was shaped on Day O

“The federal government’s battle against canc
is shortchanging African Americans and oth
lines
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minorities, who contract some forms of the disea
and die from it far more than whites, a panel 
experts said Wednesday,” Knight-Ridder reporte

That story, as others, boiled down to t
following: NCI says it says it spends $124 millio
on minorities, but its actual spending is $24 millio
which is not enough.

Chances are that few readers would ever le
that these figures are based on faulty analysis
incomplete data, that correct numbers for targe
research were never kept secret, and that N
officials say they would like to report more data th
the IOM report deems necessary.
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NCI Programs:
Coleman To Lead NCI's New
Radiation Oncology Program

NCI appointed C. Norman Coleman, of Harva
Medical School, as director of a new Radiati
Oncology Sciences Program, effective July 1.

In the newly created position, Coleman also w
serve as chief of the Radiation Oncology Branch
the NIH Clinical Center and Associate Director 
the Radiation Research Program, which adminis
NCI’s extramural grants in radiation research.

“I am very excited about this opportunity to b
a member of the NCI team,” Coleman said. “We lo
to build vigorous collaborative clinical and resear
programs at NCI and NIH. The radiation oncolo
program will include technology development a
assessment, and emphasize new molecular 
biochemical approaches to radiation oncology.”

“The radiation oncology training program an
collaborations with the National Naval Medic
Center and Walter Reed Army Medical Center w
be further enhanced,” Coleman said. “In additio
we will be building partnerships with the region
universities, practices and with patient groups. S
collaborations may extend to other cente
throughout the US.”

Coleman also will have an appointment 
Deputy Director of the NCI Division of Clinica
Sciences and Senior Advisor for Radiation Scien
to NCI Director Richard Klausner. This position w
involve radiation oncology research within the U.
as well as establishing new collaborative N
programs regionally and internationally.

“We are all delighted that Norm Coleman w
be joining the NCI family,” said Robert Wittes, th
Institute’s deputy director for extramural scienc
Click Here for
Photocopying Guideline
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“We look forward to benefiting from his scientifi
and clinical insight, his wealth of manageri
experience, and his famous sense of humor.”

Coleman is the Alvan T. and Viola D. Fulle
American Cancer Society Professor and Chairm
of the Joint Center for Radiation Therapy at Harv
Medical School. Coleman joined Harvard fro
Stanford University in 1985. He is board certified
both radiation and medical oncology. Coleman is 
author of a recently published book for canc
patients, “Understanding Cancer,” (Johns Hopk
University Press).
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Funding Opportunities:
RFAs Available: NCI Challenge
For Tumor Classification

RFA CA-98-027: Director's Challenge: Toward
A Molecular Classification of Tumors

Letter of Intent Receipt Dates: March 23, Oct. 5
Application Receipt Dates: April 26, Nov. 16
The Director of the National Cancer Institu

challenges the scientific community to harness the po
of comprehensive molecular analysis technologies
make the classification of tumors vastly more informati
This challenge is intended to lay the groundwork 
changing the basis of tumor classif ication fro
morphological to molecular characteristics. The N
Director invites investigators to form multi-disciplinar
research groups (National Cooperative Tumor Signa
Groups) and to submit applications proposing t
exploitation of one or a related set of comprehens
molecular analysis technologies for the analysis of tum
specimens. The NCTSGs will be expected to def
comprehensive profiles of molecular alterations in tum
that can be used to identify subsets of patients. Th
molecular profiles will provide the basis for future stud
to validate the clinical util ity of molecular-base
classification schemes. To achieve these goals, applic
may propose to develop comprehensive molecular pro
using DNA, RNA or protein-based technologies.  A furth
goal of this init iat ive is the development an
implementation of a plan for timely release of t
extensive data sets expected to result from these proj
Access to these information rich data sets will benefit
entire cancer research community and facilitate ra
progress toward achieving the goals of the NCI.

 NCI intends to commit approximately $10 millio
for the two application receipt dates to fund a total
eight to ten new grants in response to this RFA.

Inquiries: James Jacobson, Ph.D., Division 
Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis, NCI, 6130 Execu
Boulevard Room 700 MSC 7388, Bethesda, MD  208
7388, phone 301-402-4185, fax 301-402-7819, em
jj37d@nih.gov
s
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dictionary-style definitions, the glossary als
includes audio clips provided by more than two doz
researchers in genetics, molecular biology, a
medicine. Genome Institute Director Francis Collins
describes what a gene is and what it does. Michael
Blaese, a leading researcher in gene therap
describes how this promising treatment work
Jeffrey Trent , whose research team identified th
location of the first major gene that predisposes m
for prostate cancer, explains cancer. A limit
number of CD-ROMs will be made available 
schools and libraries. To request a CD-ROM, se
or fax a letter on institutional letterhead to NHGR
Glossary Project, fax: 301-480-3897. Mail to: Je
Witherly, Director, Office of Science Education an
Outreach, National Human Genome Resea
Institute, NIH, Bldg. 45 Room 3As.49D, 45 Cent
Drive, Bethesda, MD 20892. . . . SAPTARSHI
PAUL , a former research associate in the Molecu
Oncology Division, Fox Chase Cancer Center, w
found to have committed scientific misconduct 
research funded by NCI, according to the HHS Off
of Research Integrity. Paul “falsified an experime
on the uptake of all-trans retinoic acid by HL60 ce
conducted by several researchers during July 199
ORI said in a notice published in the Feder
Register, Jan. 4. Several publications and porti
of two grant applications were retracted. Paul w
be excluded from obtaining federal grants 
contracts for three years.

In Brief:
Online Genetics Glossary;
ORI Misconduct Finding
(Continued from page 1)
RFA CA-98-025: Breast Cancer Surveillance
Consortium Expansion

Letter of Intent Receipt Date: June 15
Application Receipt Date: July 15
The NCI Division of Cancer Control and Populatio

Sciences invites applications from domestic institutio
for cooperative agreements to support collaborat
research within the Breast Cancer Surveil lan
Consortium. This is a follow up to RFAs (cooperati
agreements) awarded in 1994 and 1995 and coming 
end in 1999 and 2000. This RFA is intended to inclu
recompetitions from existing centers and applicatio
from new centers. This initiative will broaden the curre
Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium research effo
several key aspects, while continuing to support the ce
goals and objectives.  In addition to funding sites to col
data relevant to mammography performance, this R
will also support a Statistical Coordinating Center.

In fiscal year 2000, NCI plans to make 9-11 awa
for primary data collection and research centers and
award for a SCC. Approximately $5 million total cost
expected to be available for the first year of support.  
anticipated that the award for each primary data collec
and research center will be between $400,000 to $550
total cost for the first year and the award for the SCC 
be about $550,000 total cost for the first year.

Inquiries: Rachel Ballard-Barbash, M.D., M.P.H
Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences, N
6130 Executive Boulevard Room 313 MSC 734
Bethesda, MD  20892-7344, phone 301- 402-4366, 
301-435-3710, email: rb59b@nih.gov

RFA CA-98-028: The Early Detection Research
Network: Biomarkers Developmental Laboratories

Letter of Intent Receipt Date: March 11
Application Receipt Date: April 26
The NCI Division of Cancer Prevention invite

applications for cooperative agreements to establis
national Network that will have responsibility for th
development, evaluation, and validation of biomarkers
earlier cancer detection and risk assessment. Biomar
are defined as cellular, biochemical, molecular, or gen
alterations by which a normal, abnormal, or simp
biologic process can be recognized, or monitor
Biomarkers are measurable in biological media, such
in tissues, cells, or fluids. The purpose of the Networ
to establish a scientific consortium of investigato
academic as well as industrial, with resources for ba
translational, and clinical research.  The consortium w
have three main components—Biomarkers Developme
Laboratories, Biomarkers Validation Laboratories a
Clinical/Epidemiologic Centers. The Biomarke
Developmental Laboratories will have responsibility f
the development and characterizationn of new,
refinement of existing biomarkers; the Biomarke
Validation Laboratories will serve as a Network resou
s
e
e

 an
e
s
t
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ral

for clinical and laboratory validation of biomarkers, whi
include technological development and refinement; a
the Clinical/Epidemiology Centers will conduct clinic
and epidemiological research regarding the wide clin
application of biomarkers. Logist ic support an
informatics will be provided through an auxiliary Da
Management and Coordinating Center.

The purpose of this RFA is to establish t
Biomarkers Developmental Laboratories. It is anticipa
that $4.6 million will be available to fund 8 to 10 awar
for the first year.

Inquiries: Sudhir Srivastava, Ph.D., M.P.H
Division of Cancer Prevention, NCI, Executive Pla
North Room 330F, Bethesda, MD  20892, phone 301-4
3983, fax 301-402-0816, email: ss1a@nih.gov
lines
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Copying Policy for The Cancer Letter Interactive

The software that comes with your issue allows you to make a printout, intended for
your own personal use. Because we cannot control what you do with the printout, we
would like to remind you that routine cover-to-cover photocopying of The Cancer
Letter Interactive is theft of intellectual property and is a crime under U.S. and inter-
national law.

Here are guidelines we advise our subscribers to follow regarding photocopying or
distribution of the copyrighted material in The Cancer Letter Inc. publications in
compliance with the U.S. Copyright Act:

What you can do:

--Route the printout of the newsletter to anyone in your office.

--Copy, on an occasional basis, a single story or article and send it to colleagues.

--Consider purchasing multiple subscriptions. Contact us for information on multiple
subscription discounts.

What you can't do without prior permission:

--Make copies of an entire issue of the newsletter. The law forbids cover-to-cover
photocopying.

--Routinely copy and distribute portions of the newsletter.

--Republish or repackage the contents of the newsletter.

We can provide reprints for nominal fees. If you have any questions or comments
regarding photocopying, please contact Publisher Kirsten Boyd Goldberg, phone: 202-
362-1809, email: kirsten@cancerletter.com

We welcome the opportunity to speak to you regarding your information needs.
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